


Before gluing any magnetic panel, please ensure you have checked them against their 
opposite panel to make sure they are the correct orientation and glue facing outward.

11) Next apply a small amount of glue along 
the top and bottom window panel tabs. Ensure 
the magnetic panels are glued with the narrow 
edge facing the same way as the textured side 
of the window panel as shown above.

10) Layout of all the parts needed to assemble 
the window panel. Before gluing the panels into 
place, make sure you have checked the 

magnets against the Main deck and Top decks 
corresponding magnets.

9) Next take the two long magnetic strips and 
glue them onto the stair wall sections, locking 
the doors between the two panels using round 
the holes as shown above. Remember to check 

the magnetic orientation.

8) Then, take the x2 door panels and the x2 
door handles and apply glue to the inside of 
the door handle, then put them into place as 

shown above.

7) Glue the 2 stair wall panels into the wall 
panel. Once they are in place, glue the tabs on 
each of the stairs and lock them into place. 
Repeat these steps for the other staircase

6) Layout of the parts needed to assemble both 
the stairs for the main deck staircase. x2 Wall 
panel, x4 Stair wall panels, x14 Stair panels. 
Pair the right staircase with the smaller stairs.



Before gluing any magnetic panel, please ensure you have checked them against their 
opposite panel to make sure they are the correct orientation and glue facing outward.

17) Next, glue the magnetic panels in place 
with the magnets facing away from the wall 
panel. The wider magnetic panel should be fit 
on top and the narrow one on the bottom as 

shown above.  

16) Firstly, ensure the marks on the rudder line 
up with the marks on the wall panel. There is 
only one oriantation where they line up. Next, 
apply a little glue to the tab on the rudder and 

glue it into place as shown above.

15) Layout all parts needed to assemble the 
rudder wall. x1 Rudder wall panel x1 Rudder 
panel, x1 wide magnetic panel, x1 magnetic 

panel.

14) Once the railing is assembled and the 
wheel is spinning freely, apply glue to the pegs 
at the bottom of the railings and attach it to the 

top deck panel as shown above.

13) Glue in the L shaped piece onto the square 
hole on the railing and slide the wheel into place 
(do not glue). Finally, glue the round capping 
piece in place to stop the wheel coming off. 

12) Layout all the parts needed to assemble the 
ships helm. Take the small L shaped piece and 
apply a small amount of glue to the tab which 

comes out of the longest slide. . 



Before gluing any magnetic panel, please ensure you have checked them against their 
opposite panel to make sure they are the correct orientation and glue facing outward.

23) Assemble the plank as shown above, apply 
glue to both side clips, ensure they are facing 
the right directions (towards the deck) before 

gluing in place.

22) Layout of all the parts needed for the Pirate 
ship plank.

19) Glue and slide the two main sections of the 
mast together, as shown above. At this point 
you can glue on the base panel (Magnetic 
panels) ensuring the magnets are facing 

downwards.

18) Layout of the parts needed to assemble the 
masts of the ship. Repeat following steps on 

both the large and small masts.

21) Once all the panels are glued together, they 
should look like the images above. 

20) One the panels are glued, you can add the 
crows nexts ensuring the texture is facing up. 
For the boken mast, apply a small amount of 
glue to the tab and glue it into the hole 

provided. 



32) Once the stairs are in place, apply a small 
amount of glue to the tab found on the bottom 
magnetic panel. You can than place the panel 
into the provided notch on the back-wall panel 

as shown above. 

With the lower deck staircase in place, you 
now have a fully complete Ghost ship ready for 

your next adventure. 

Enjoy

31) To start, glue the x2 stair side panels onto 
the back-wall panel. Once in place, glue the 
tabs of each stair panel and push them into 
place. Make sure the stair pattern is facing up 
towards the flat top of the back panel.

30) Layout of all the parts needed to assemble 
the lower deck staircase. x1 Back wall panel, 
x2 Stair side panel, x1 magnetic base panel, x9 

stair panels. 




